
The missing link between living as a victim or living as a

hero in your own life story is the ability to swiftly and

instinctively reclaim your courage. — Steve Werner

The vertical path moving between the victim and the hero is most influenced by events, or

as Steve likes to call it, the "noise" that we experience in every day life. This happens when

you live moment to moment, rather than living in the moment. Our moods or thoughts

fluctuate up and down, just as the arrow shows. The good news is that the arrow points up.

The challenges lie in where the arrow naturally dips down. Our wish is to achieve Hero

status. This is the upward trajectory. It is achieved by reclaiming our courage, and the

understanding that remaining calm and working diligently to achieve strength through daily

mental, physial, and spiritual conditoning is the only way to live.

THE VICTIM TO HERO BLUEPRINT
Y O U R  G U I D E  T O  S T A B I L I T Y ,  S T R E N G T H ,  A N D  S P I R I T .
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T H E  V I C T I M  T O  H E R O  T R A J E C T O R Y

V I C T I M

Fearful

Anxious

Depressed

Stuck

Resentful

Angry

Full of Self-Pity

H E R O
Free

Brave

Actionable

Fearless

Risk Taker

Bold

Courageous



Reality is your existence in this time and space right now. No need to look elsewhere. Do

you tend to conjure up stories that cause you stress or anxiety? We are experts at

projecting scenarios upon ourselves that do not reflect our lived experience. When we

question those stories or situations, this is where change begins to happen. To know where

you're going, you've got to know where you stand today. Get real with your situation as it

stands right now. What actions or reactions (or lack of) got you to where you are today?

Have you ever tied a specific emotion, like worrying, to an outcome that hasn’t happened

yet? This is called rehearsing for disaster. Defining your present reality is the key to living in

the moment. It’s time to stop bullshitting yourself because if you don’t, your thoughts will

continue to bullshit you.

You've now identified that your worries are based in fear. THE REALITY YOU TYPICALLY

CREATE IS NOT YOUR REALITY = IT’S FEAR. Time to chunk down and excavate those

layers. The quickest way to get to your reality is to perform this exercise. Every time you’ve

answered what’s true, versus what’s not true, keep drilling down. After you’ve done this

exercise, and have gotten to the bottom of what your TRUE “reality-state” is, you'll discover

what have you identified is your current reality. Journal on this and continue to perform

self-checks to ensure you stay in what is real, versus a crisis-state that’s been imagined.

You've  told yourself a story about who you think you are or where you are at in life. Now

go look in the mirror and ask yourself if it’s the truth. Question your thoughts: Excavate the

layers of your thought process. For example:

1. DEFINE YOUR REALITY.

EXERCISE 1: MIRROR DRILL

Connect to your courage by applying the principles below. Put in the work: Accomplishing

each exercise will reinforce these principles.
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MY LIFE IS FALLING APART

I'M STRUGGLING AT WORK

I'M SCARED OF LOSING MY JOB

I'M FEARFUL

Why?

Why?

Why?
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2. KNOW YOUR STORY.

Your story is your navigational system. If you rewind your story to the times in your life

where you have had to overcome challenges and fear, you'll be able to identify the things

that helped you solve them and what didn't work out so well. When you discover what

works, you can add that to your toolbox and remember you have the solution the next time

a challenge arises. Once you’re able to grasp that, you will have the power to begin crafting

the next chapter. When you take a look at all you've been through, you can honor yourself

for a moment to see how far you've gotten. You are your story. Your strengths are a result

of your challenges, all that you've learned, and the life events that made you who you are.

EXERCISE 2: REWIND YOUR STORY
Grab your journal and answer the following prompts. Within your story, what is the greatest

fear you’ve overcome? How did you overcome it? How you would apply those principles to

your current situation? After you've answered these questions, make a list for your toolkit of

go-to solutions. To complete this exercise, take a good look at all that you've experienced

to date‒the good and the bad‒put your hand on your heart, and honor how far you have

come. Honor your rise from victim to hero in each of those situations.

3. HAVE YOUR “GO TO” PERSON OR COMMUNITY.

You must always be seeking wisdom. Going at it alone is lonely. Having someone you can

go to in times of need, for advice, or just to talk, is an essential part of your continued

success. There is a mentor out there who is ahead of you in life and has navigated through

a similar situation. Finding someone who you trust and can open up to is critical and will be

the beginning of healing. Look for someone you admire in your life and feel confident

sharing with. Being vulnerable and sharing your truth is freedom. An additional form of

strength can be found in community. Being part of a group of like-minded individuals will

provide a powerful support system for you. You can accelerate your connections by joining

the Hour of Champions Facebook Group. We’re all in this together!

EXERCISE 3: PUT YOURSELF OUT THERE.
Take a moment to reflect. Have you ever had a go-to person in your life? Who is the ideal

go-to person in your life today, and why? If you don’t have one, there are people waiting for

you in the Hour of Champions community.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thehourofchampions/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thehourofchampions/


You are the sum of the 5 people who you surround yourself with most often. Look at the

people who you interact with on a daily basis. Are they go-getters? Are they heroes? Are

they people of character? Are they emotionally and mentally stable? Reassess the people

in your orbit every few months to review the effects they have on your success and well

being. Caution: Victims attract victims and, as the saying goes, misery loves company. Be

sure to set your parameters: do the people around you meet, exceed, or fall short of those?

Heroes surround themselves with people who raise their vibration and contribute to their

growth, not inhibit it.

The Hour of Champions formula provides proven measurable results, achieved through a

combination of physical conditioning, powerful mindset training, and deep spiritual

connectedness. This requires daily non-negotiable commitment. Unless you’re in the frame

of mind to do the work, you can’t expect results. A symbiotic relationship between all three

is necessary to perform at your highest level. Visit hourofchampions.com to learn more

about the formula and how you can apply it in your life to achieve success.

List out your 5 people. Make a list of positive and negative traits of each person. Are the

positives outweighing the negatives? Don’t let your emotions dictate here. Even family or

friends have a shelf-life. Let your instincts guide you.

Take an inventory of how you’re doing in each category. Be honest with yourself. Where are

you today? Where can you do better? Are you willing to put in the hard work to make

incremental advances every day? If you’re looking to level up your presence in each

category, join the next Hour of Champions 10 Day Challenge.
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4. SURROUND YOURSELF WITH SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE.

EXERCISE 4: SOCIAL REVIEW.

5. CONDITION YOURSELF PHYSICALLY, MENTALLY, AND SPIRITUALLY EVERY DAY.

EXERCISE 5: DEFINE YOUR SPIRITUAL, MENTAL & PHYSICAL REALITY.
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Is there anyone in your life that you are allowing to cause you stress or anxiety? It’s not

uncommon for tension to arise in a relationship with someone in your orbit. We understand

the reluctance to confront friends, family, and colleagues, because of the tension we tell

ourselves it’s going to cause. What if you were able to deliver a difficult message in the

form of a gift instead of risking conflict? Consider wrapping up the issue and hand-

delivering it to the person on the other side along with an expression of gratitude. Once you

gift the truth, be cautious to not let the receiver hand it back to you. Know this is not about

teaching the receiving party a lesson, this is about an unburdening of the weight they’ve

placed on you...which you no longer have to carry. We all deserve to be free of stress and

confrontation.

If you enjoyed this blueprint and crave more Hour of Champions mindset crushers, visit

hourofchampions.com to explore our exclusive offerings, events, and special coaching

opportunties & speaking engagements with Steve Werner.

6. GIVE THE GIFT.
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EXERCISE 6: IT’S TIME TO GIVE THE GIFT
Identify who you need to give the gift to and what might be the most appropriate way to

deliver the gift. Journal about it and prepare yourself to deliver it with love, wrapped with a

bow.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thehourofchampions/
https://www.instagram.com/hourofchampions/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thehourofchampions/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOknmf1cP8fSimsiXznVDRA/
https://hourofchampions.com/

